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New models in SAUTER’s BIM library
Digital building planning based on BIM (Building Information Modeling) is now standard. Since its introduction
in 2017, SAUTER’s BIM library has been supporting architects, engineers and building planners, particularly in
the HVAC sector, in projects spanning the entire building cycle. The database was recently supplemented with
CAD and Revit model data for the Smart Actuator, as well as the new pressure-independent regulating valves.

Visualisation of a heating group based on the Smart Actuator BIM model

Construction projects are planning-intensive, often expensive, and usually not very agile. Too many players
are involved and the interdependencies between project phases are too great. In addition, the planning
processes of different equipment systems are often inadequately linked – either across disciplines or over the
entire life cycle of the building. So the later unforeseen events occur, the greater the impact on deadlines and
costs. The “Building Information Modeling (BIM)” method was developed as a solution to this problem.
BIM allows buildings to be developed and operated with digital data that can be accessed by each specialist
involved. To this end, all building data is recorded over its entire life cycle. The first step is creating a model for
testing the new building project. Today, digital building planning based on BIM is standard and is globally
present in all construction sectors. It is not only an important process, but often a mandatory one.
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SAUTER’s BIM library
SAUTER’s BIM library now includes the BIM models of the new Smart Actuators for ball valves (AKM 115SA),
for ventilation dampers and VAV systems (ASM 115SA) and globe valves (AVM 115SA) and their matching I/O
module (SAIO 100). The new NRFC4 fan-coil controller and the pressure-independent control valves
UVC102MF065...100, UVC 106 and VDL050...100 supplement our range with digital solutions for hydronic
balancing.
SAUTER’s BIM library contains data of valves, actuators, sensors and room units through to 2-point controllers
and cabinets. The intuitive search and filter options make it easy to find the right products. SAUTER provides
all BIM models as Revit files, compatible with Autodesk planning products, and as CAD files. Every year,
around 6,000 BIM objects are downloaded via SAUTER’s BIM library, making the day-to-day work easier for
SAUTER’s customers and partners.
Building Information Modeling: a process
The introduction and proliferation of BIM at the beginning of the 2000s was a decisive contribution to the
digitalisation of the construction industry – from structural and civil engineering to steel construction. However,
BIM is not a software product, but a process characterised by a holistic view of all involved parties in a central
database.
Building simulations and 3D visualisations not only help with design decisions. Changes to the virtual model
are automatically transferred to all plans. This means that everyone involved is always up to date. The central
documentation repository, the immediate and continuous availability of relevant data, and the improved
exchange of information between those involved in planning lead to increased productivity in the planning
process. With the help of BIM and models from manufacturers such as SAUTER, collaboration between
architects, engineers and specialist planners can be significantly optimised in terms of costs, deadlines, quality
and productivity of the processes.

About SAUTER
As the leading provider of solutions for building automation technology in Green Buildings, SAUTER ensures
good climate conditions and a sense of well-being in sustainable environments. SAUTER is a specialist in
developing, producing and marketing products and systems for energy-efficient total solutions, and offers a
comprehensive range of services to ensure the energy-optimised operation of buildings. Our products,
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solutions and services enable high energy efficiency throughout the entire life-cycle of a building – from
planning and construction through to operation – in office and administrative buildings, research and
educational facilities, hospitals, industrial buildings and laboratories, airports, leisure facilities, hotels and data
centres. With over 100 years of experience and a track record of technological expertise, SAUTER is a proven
system integrator that stands for continuous innovation and Swiss quality. SAUTER provides users and
operators with an overview of energy flows and consumption, and therefore of the development of the costs
involved.

The SAUTER Group
•

Company active worldwide with headquarters in Basel, Switzerland

•

Founded in 1910, it is built on more than 100 years of tradition and experience

•

With more than 2,700 employees, it is present and active globally

•

Complete building management solutions from a single source

•

Focus: maximum energy efficiency and sustainability

•

Investment protection and operational reliability over the entire building life-cycle

•

Technology leader in the building automation and system integration sector

•

Member of eu.bac, BACnet Interest Group (BIG-EU), BACnet International, EnOcean Alliance

•

Excellent references available at www.sauter-controls.com
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